CORPORATE PROFILE

OUR
ROLE

VALIANT TECHNOLOGIES

 Enable Partners to deliver new technologies
to their customers
 With support from technology vendors we
provide trainings, pre-sales, commercial
and professional support
 Enable End Customers to adopt new
technology
 Working with vendors to conduct marketing
activities, events, roadshow, seminars, etc.
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BUSINESS
MODEL
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Networking

BUSINESS
FOCUS
Unified Communications &
Collaborations

AIDC POS

Infrastructure &
Application Software

Cyber Security

Electronic
Security

Storage
Management
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WHY
CHOOSE
US?

01

Clients enjoy freedom to
measure and to focus on
what they are best

Our clients are at the core of our
operation and the most important
ingredient in our partnership.
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Our measurable key
performance
indicators bring
peace of mind to our
clients
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Clients enjoy cost
effectiveness while we
deliver with excellence
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Clients learn to relish a
competitive edge in
every sector
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The flexibility to adapt
instantaneous adjustments to
meet current market demands
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OUR
SERVICES

MANAGED
IT SERVICES

Valiant Technologies provides one-stop
integrated services for businesses. Our services
are divided into four main fragments.

ENTERPRISE
INFRASTRUCTURE &
APPLICATION SOLUTION
ON-DEMAND
IT SERVICES

HARDWARE
SOLUTION
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MANAGED IT SERVICES
Managed Services basically means we become your IT department. We can oversee all or part of
your organization’s technology including maintenance and monitoring. We take care of the
hassles and headaches of IT, so you can take care of your customers and grow your business.
Some of our Managed Services includes but not limited to:
•
•
•

CIO-as-a-Service
IT Support & Help Desk Outsourcing
Dedicated Hosting Services

•
•
•

Workstation & Server Management
IT Staff Augmentation
IT System Implementation & Migration
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MANAGED IT SERVICES
Why Customers Need our Managed Services?
Customers should choose for not the service we provide but for the unique solutions they require
more often, which include but not limited to
•
•

When it is required to hire an experienced •
and knowledgeable IT team for a fraction of •
the cost
IT challenges that affects businesses and
•
bottom lines

Vendor Management
Existing IT resource is inadequate due to
growing business needs
Little or no IT staff to handle resources
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ON-DEMAND
IT SERVICES
Businesses face challenges that are often unique depending on the
type of operation they are involved in. We, at Valiant Technologies,
believe every problem is unique, thus its solution is, as well. On
Demand Service is a type of service that matches their goals and
make IT system work based on the solution that is perfect for that
business only.

HARDWARE
SOLUTION
Currently, we are providing enterprise-grade hardware solution to
help your electrical apparatus stay functional during unstable flow of
electricity or blackouts. Our state of the art emergency power backup
solution provides uninterruptible power to keep your businesses up,
concurrent and functional 24 hours a day and 7 days in a week.
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT SERVICES
TECHNOLOGY

SERVICES OFFERED

VALIANT TECHNOLOGIES ASSISTED SUPPORT

INFORMATION / CYBER SECURITY
NETWORK SECURITY

NG FIREWALL, IDS, IPS, ATD, EPO, SIEM

MCAFEE, PALO ALTO, SONICWALL, RSA, HPE,
CHECKPOINT, CISCO

CONTENT SECURITY

HDLP, NDLP, WEB GATEWAY, E-MAIL, GATEWAY

FORCE POINT, MCAFEE, FIREEYE, CISCO, IRON POINT

WEB SECURITY

WEB GATEWAY, WAF

FORCE POINT, A10, MCAFEE

ENDPOINT SECURITY

WEB/E-MAIL SECURITY, DLP, EPO

FORCE POINT, MCAFEE, CHECKPOINT

APPLICATION SECURITY

SIEM, LOAD BALANCING & SSL OFF-LOADING

RSA, MCAFEE, HP, A10 NETWORKS

NETWORKING
SWITCHING

SWITCHING

CISCO EXTREME

ROUTING

ROUTING

CISCO

WIRELESS

WI-FI

HPE (ARUBA), CISCO

VOIP

VOIP GATEWAY

AUDIOCODECS

INFRASTRUCTURE

LOAD BALANCER

RADWARE, F5, A10 NETWORKS

IT MONITORING & MANAGEMENT

NETWORK ACCESS CONTROL / NETWORK
MONITORING SYSTEMS

SOLARWINDS, HPE (ARUBA) CLEARPASS

GOVERANCE, RISK, & COMPLIANCE
AUDIT & ASSESSMENTS

NETWORK AUDIT

-

VA & PT

-

SECURITY AUDIT

-

IDENTITY & ACCESS MANAGEMENT

RSA SECURE ID, RSA, ARCHER
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OUR ALLIANCES

Between experience and great partnerships, we are able to source and recommend all premium technology products, services and solutions with your
best interest in mind. Allow us to do the research for you and offer a choice from some of the best technology brands that will accommodate your
preferences and budget. Here are some of the best brands we support for all of your technology need.

CYBER SECURITY

THE LOGOS ARE TRADEMARKS BELONG TO RESPECTIVE COMPANIES OR ITS SUBSIDIARIES LICENSED IN THE U.S. AND/OR OTHER COUNTRIES AND SOLELY RESERVE THE RIGHTS OF ITS USAGE AND DISTRIBUTION
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NETWORKING

THE LOGOS ARE TRADEMARKS BELONG TO RESPECTIVE COMPANIES OR ITS SUBSIDIARIES LICENSED IN THE U.S. AND/OR OTHER COUNTRIES AND SOLELY RESERVE THE RIGHTS OF ITS USAGE AND DISTRIBUTION
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UNIFIED
COMMUNICATIONS
& COLLABORATION
STORAGE MANAGEMENT

AIDC & POS

THE LOGOS ARE TRADEMARKS BELONG TO RESPECTIVE COMPANIES OR ITS SUBSIDIARIES LICENSED IN THE U.S. AND/OR OTHER COUNTRIES AND SOLELY RESERVE THE RIGHTS OF ITS USAGE AND DISTRIBUTION
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INFRASTRUCTURE &
APPLICATION SOLUTION

ELECTRONIC SECURITY

THE LOGOS ARE TRADEMARKS BELONG TO RESPECTIVE COMPANIES OR ITS SUBSIDIARIES LICENSED IN THE U.S. AND/OR OTHER COUNTRIES AND SOLELY RESERVE THE RIGHTS OF ITS USAGE AND DISTRIBUTION
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ABOUT
VALIANT
TECHNOLOGIES
Valiant Technologies is a technology-based service
company that delivers value to information and
communication systems for organizations. The company
helps businesses to transform data into profit by linking
technology thus businesses can emphasis on its goals. The
company is based in Bangladesh and its management has
years of experience that combines the very best technology
with winning professional services thus giving businesses a
competitive edge to succeed.
Our mission: Increase competitiveness and sustainability
by providing innovative solutions and ensuring service
quality to enterprises aligning all international standards.

Our Vision: To be the most trusted IT solution provider and
key partner to our clients in the Asian markets as well as
being recognized by them for delivering excellence.
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OUR
VALUES

QUALITY
We try to exceed customers’
expectations by ensuring best-inclass service and deliver quality

Valiant Technologies stands upon four
values which are an integral part of our
day-to-day operation. These four core
values are Quality, Leadership, Integrity
and Excellence.

LEADERSHIP
Set ahead of all our
competitors and play lead
role in the industry

INTEGRITY
To be ethical in all sorts
of transaction and
engagements
EXCELLENCE
To continuously improve ourselves as a
team and relentlessly strive to provide
excellent service without any compromise
in excellence.
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VALIANT
MANAGEMENT

Valiant Technologies is managed by experts from diverse fields having
experience in IT industry for more than a decade. Our domain experts are wellknown for their expertise, experience and knowledge in the related field. Our
management strives to bring in a renaissance in the technology industry with
our service excellence.
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CONCLUSION
The range of services and solutions we provide aims to take
advantage of collaborating with business management processes
to support the continuous perfection and optimization of today’s
diverse economic platforms. The services cater to execute a
seamless link up of people between numerous departments,
business units and stakeholders.
Moreover, as a Bangladesh-based organization with cherished
with expertise and local insight on business challenges, we relish
the opportunity to tackle complex services in challenging
environments. Our teams of highly skilled and experienced
engineers and business domain specialists are able to offer
innovative solutions to various key vertical industries.
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VALIANT TECHNOLOGIES
Suite-4C, 1 Ring Road, Shyamoli,
Dhaka-1207, Bangladesh
P: +8809678771220 ; +8801707080930
E: info@valiant-bd.com
W: www.valiant-bd.com

